Preventive and therapeutic potential of placental extract in contact hypersensitivity
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Abstract

Immunoregulatory effects of placental extract and placenta-derived factors have been demonstrated in various conditions. Accordingly, placental extract has been used as certain types of medical intervention in Asian countries, whereas experimental evidence supporting its therapeutic effects and mechanisms has yet to be fully demonstrated. In this study, we investigate preventive and therapeutic effects of placental extract in contact hypersensitivity (CHS), a mouse model of allergic contact dermatitis. Administration of placental extract prior to the sensitization of allergic antigen (Ag) significantly inhibited the severity of CHS induced by Ag challenge. This effect was associated with reduced numbers of CD4\textsuperscript{+} T cells in peripheral blood, decrease of tissue-infiltrating lymphocytes, and preferential production of Th2-type cytokines in Ag-challenged sites. In addition, CHS caused by repetitive challenges of allergic Ag was also prevented and treated by administration of placental extract. Finally, administration of cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine, a dipeptide derived from placental extract, also alleviated CHS, suggesting its potential role in the effects of placental extract in CHS. Taken together, our findings demonstrated experimental evidence supporting immunoregulatory effects of placental extract in allergic skin diseases and elucidated its potential mechanisms.
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Introduction

There are accumulating studies demonstrating that human placenta has multiple functions as a source as well as a target of numerous biologically active molecules [1-3]. Known biological
effects of human placenta and its extract include, but are not limited to, modulation of immune responses, protection and regeneration of hepatocytes, regulation of hormonal balance in women, neurological effects on brain monoamine oxidase activity, anti-coagulation, and facilitation of wound healing and pigmentation [4-9]. Consistently, a large number of growth factors, their receptors, and other biological regulators have been identified in human placenta [1,10-14]. In clinical settings, human placental extracts have been approved and used as therapeutic drugs to improve chronic liver dysfunction and menopausal symptoms in several Asian countries [6,15].

Immunomodulatory effects of human placental extract have been demonstrated in multiple studies. Consistent with a crucial role of placenta in generation and maintenance of fetal-maternal tolerance, prevailing data indicate that placental extract has immune-inhibitory effects through various mechanisms. Lymphocyte responses to mitogenic stimuli are inhibited by the addition of placental extract in a dose-dependent manner, mainly due to a cytostatic effect [16]. Allogeneic mixed lymphocyte reaction and graft-versus-host disease is also inhibited by placental extract [17,18], suggesting that T lymphocyte is a potential target of the inhibitory effects. In addition, B cell functions could be also affected, as antibody (Ab) responses to the immunized antigen (Ag) are suppressed by placental extract [19]. Inflammation caused by carrageenan or other pro-inflammatory reagents was also alleviated by placental extract injections [4], further indicating its effects to modulate innate immune functions. In a therapeutic perspective, efficacy of placental extract to treat pelvic inflammatory disease has been demonstrated [20]. On the other hand, several studies have suggested immune-stimulatory, rather than immune-inhibitory, effects of placental extract, e.g. stimulation of IL-8 production from monocytic cell line via activation of JNK/SAPK pathway, enhanced induction of superoxide radicals from neutrophils, and promotion of protective immunity against visceral leishmaniasis [21-23]. These seemingly controversial observations are probably due to differences in experimental or clinical conditions. Thus, it is essential to elucidate immunomodulatory effects of placental extract on the basis of immunological conditions to be treated.

Allergic contact dermatitis, one of the most common reasons for outpatient visits in dermatology, gives significant influences on a patient's quality of life [24]. It is primarily caused by a delayed-type skin hypersensitivity, in which sensitization and subsequent re-exposures to allergen elicit localized inflammatory reactions [25]. Although various medical interventions including avoidance of Ag exposure, topical and/or systemic administration of glucocorticoids are effective treatment for contact dermatitis, novel therapeutic approaches are still in great demand in certain cases in which allergens are not identified and drug tachyphylaxis is induced. Contact hypersensitivity (CHS) is a well-established experimental model to study molecular and cellular mechanisms of allergic contact dermatitis and to explore novel therapeutic approaches [26-28]. In the sensitization phase of CHS, epidermal Langerhans cells or dermal dendritic cells uptake Ag, migrate to draining lymph nodes (LN), and present Ag to T cells so as to prime them. In the elicitation phase, sensitized T cells migrate to the skin and produce inflammatory mediators in response to Ag challenge. Compelling evidence indicate that these responses are regulated by various immune regulators, including co-stimulatory signals, adhesion molecules, Th1 or Th2-type cytokines, and chemo-attractive mediators [28].

It has been known that placental extract shows therapeutic potential in dermatological diseases. Administration of placental extract treats vitiligo and promotes wound healing probably due to proliferative stimulation of melanocytes, keratinocytes, and fibroblasts [8,9,29,30]. On the other hand, effects of placental extract in inflammatory and allergic skin diseases are largely unknown. In this study, we addressed immunotherapeutic potential of placental extract in CHS and explored its immunological mechanisms.
Materials and Methods

Mice and reagents

BALB/c mice were purchased from the National Cancer Institute. In all experiments, age and gender-matched 6-10 weeks-old mice were used. The mice were maintained in the animal facility under protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Placental extract was prepared by skimming normal human placentas in acetone after removal of blood by washing with PBS (provided by Japan Bio Products Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Placentas used for extract preparation were obtained from donors with normal full-term delivery. Informed consent for providing placenta was acquired from all donors. Donors and provided placentas were screened for HBV, HCV, HIV and Treponema pallidum, and confirmed negative in these tests. No medical history of blood transfusion and organ transplantation was confirmed in all donors. The process of placenta acquisition and extract preparation was concordant with those for Laennec, a drug of placental extracts for liver dysfunction that has been approved by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare in Japan. Cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine (also called as JBP485), which is isolated from hydrolysates of placental extract, was prepared as previously reported [31-33].

Placental extract implantation

Mice were anesthetized by an injection of tribromoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). A 5 mm-wide transverse incision was made on the right lower back and the subcutaneous space was enlarged, where 3 mg of placental extract was implanted. The skin incision was closed with sutures. The mice with sham operation underwent similar incision and enlargement of subcutaneous space, followed by closing of the incision without implantation. After operation, mice were transferred to clean cages and placed under a heating lamp and monitored for recovery from anesthesia.

Administration of cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine

Cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine was suspended in saline at the concentration of 24 mg/ml and injected intraperitoneally at 0.5 ml per mouse. Administration was started 3 days prior to sensitization of CHS and repeated on the day of sensitization and 3 days later. As control, a group of mice was injected with saline alone in the same schedule.

Assay for CHS

CHS caused by dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB; Sigma-Aldrich) was conducted as previously reported [34]. Briefly, the mice were sensitized by painting 20 μl of 0.5% DNFB dissolved in 4:1 (v/v) acetone-olive oil mixture on shaved abdomen. After 24 hrs, the same sensitization procedure was repeated. Five days after the first sensitization, the mice were challenged with 10 μl of 0.2% DNFB on each side of earlobes. In some experiments, the mice were exposed to the second challenge of 0.2% DNFB 3 weeks after the first challenge. After DNFB challenge, ear swelling was measured by a thickness gauge (Kafer model 21-790-1; Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany) at the level of 0.01 mm resolution. The net increase was calculated by subtracting the thickness before challenge from that after challenge in individual earlobes. Ear tissues were harvested 2 days after DNFB challenge, fixed in formalin, and embedded with paraffin. The sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for pathological analysis.

Flow cytometry

Spleen and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were harvested from mice by a standard method [35]. Single cell suspension (1 × 10^6 cells/sample) was first incubated with 1 μg anti-mouse FcR mAb (clone 2.4G2) in order to block non-specific FcR staining. Cells were then stained with FITC-conjugated anti-mouse CD4 mAb and PE-conjugated anti-mouse
CD62L mAb (eBioscience, San Diego, CA). Data was acquired by LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and analyzed by FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc., Ashland, OR).

**Cytokine ELISA of ear tissues**

After DNFB challenge, approximately half size of earlobe was harvested and weighed. The tissue was cut into small pieces and ground with pellet pestle in 0.1% Tween-20 in PBS, followed by a freeze-thaw cycle and sonication. Samples were centrifuged and the supernatants were collected for measurement of cytokines by ELISA kits specific to IFN-γ, IL-4, or IL-10 (eBiosciences). Cytokine concentrations were compensated by original weights of harvested tissues, and expressed as ng or pg of cytokine per 1 gram of tissue [36].

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical significance, as measured by a two-sided paired Student's t-test, was calculated using Excel v2003 based on the number of experiments indicated in the figure legends. Differences were considered to be significant at P < 0.05.

**Results**

**Inhibition of CHS by placental extract administration**

Accumulating studies have indicated potent and pleiotropic effects of placental extract in various immunological conditions [16-20]. In order to explore a therapeutic role of placental extract in skin inflammatory diseases in vivo, we employed CHS, a mouse model of allergic contact dermatitis [26-28]. Sensitization and subsequent elicitation with DNFB induced earlobe swelling, which was detectable as early as 24 hrs after elicitation and lasted for at least 4 days (Fig. 1A). This swelling was associated with immune responses specific to DNFB, because no swelling was observed without prior sensitizations. We found that subcutaneous implantation of placental extract 3 days before sensitization resulted in a significant inhibition of earlobe swelling (Fig. 1A). Titration experiments indicated that no significant inhibition of CHS was achieved when the mice received less than 3 mg placental extract implantation (data not shown), so that 3 mg of extract was given in this study. In histological analyses, DNFB-induced CHS caused severe inflammation in ear tissues showing a typical dermato-pathological appearance of CHS, namely hyperkeratosis, acanthosis, and spongiosis together with marked edema in dermis associated with a massive infiltration of inflammatory cells (Fig. 1B). Consistent with the decreased earlobe swelling, implantation of placental extract alleviated acanthosis, spongiosis, and dermal edema in ear tissues caused by DNFB elicitation. Taken together, our results demonstrated a preventive effect of placental extract in CHS.

**Regulation of immune cell distribution and cytokine productions by placental extract administration**

We next assessed immunological changes caused by placental extract implantation in CHS. In spleen (Fig. 2A) and LN (data not shown) of mice treated with placental extract, the number and percentage of immune cells including T, B, NK cells, macrophages and dendritic cells showed no significant differences from sham-operated mice. On the other hand, we found a significant decrease of CD4⁺ T cells in PBMC of mice implanted with placental extract (Fig. 2A). Among CD4⁺ T cells, a more striking decrease was detected in CD62L-positive naïve T cells (30% in control vs. 2% in treated mice). No significant changes were observed in CD8⁺ T cells and other immune cells in PBMC (data not shown). Taken together with the pathological observations, these results suggest that placental extract hampers a potential of CD4⁺ T cells to locate in the peripheral blood and tissues of CHS. Next, we examined the effects of placental extract implantation on cytokine levels in ear tissues with CHS. Significant inhibition of IFN-γ and increase of IL-4 and IL-10 was induced by placental extract implantation (Fig. 2B).
Collectively, the prevention of CHS by placental extract administration is associated with functional changes of CD4$^+$ T cells, i.e. an inhibited cellular distribution in peripheral tissues and a cytokine profile deviated to Th2-type.

**Preventive effects of placental extract administration in memory CHS responses**

In clinical conditions, repetitive exposures to allergen aggravate symptoms of allergic contact dermatitis due to an enhancement of immunological memory. In order to assess effects of placental extract on memory CHS responses, the mice which had been treated with sensitization and initial elicitation of DNFB were then exposed to a secondary DNFB challenge 3 weeks later. The mice with prior sensitization showed enhanced CHS compared to those without sensitization due to memory responses, while non-sensitized mice still induced a weak CHS because of repeated elicitations (Fig. 3A). Implantation of placental extract in the sensitized mice significantly inhibited memory CHS responses to the level equivalent to those without prior sensitization. Consistently, inflammatory changes in ear tissues were alleviated by placental extract implantation (Fig. 3B). In immunological analysis, placental extract implantation induced a striking decrease of CD62L-positive naive CD4$^+$ T cells in PBMC but not spleen of the mice with memory CHS (Fig. 3C). These changes were concordant with our findings in primary CHS responses (Fig. 2A). Taken together, our results suggest that placental extract administration inhibited memory CHS responses caused by repetitive exposures to allergens.

**Therapeutic effects of placental extract administration for CHS in pre-sensitized hosts**

Because most patients of allergic contact dermatitis have been exposed to allergens at their first hospital visit, clinically applicable therapies need to demonstrate its efficacy even when initiated after sensitization. Therefore, we next employed a model in which placental extract was implanted into mice 4 weeks after the initial sensitization of DNFB. In this condition, memory CHS responses induced by the second DNFB challenge were significantly inhibited by placental extract implantation (Fig. 4). Thus, administration of placental extract has a therapeutic potential in memory CHS responses even if the hosts had been exposed to prior sensitizations with allergen.

**Treatment of CHS with cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine, a dipeptide derived from placental extract**

Placental extract contains a variety of biologically active components including, but not limited to, cytokines, chemokines, hormones, nucleotides, small peptides, and fatty acids. While immune-regulatory functions of placental extract are likely dependent on additive and synergistic effects of these components, one of potential candidates is cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine, a dipeptide isolated from hydrolysates of placental extract [31,32]. It has been reported that administration of cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine ameliorates inflammation in the liver [33]. Thus, we next examined a potential effect of cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine in CHS. Administration of cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine ameliorated the severity of CHS (Fig. 5), while its effects were more evident in a late phase of CHS (i.e. after day 3) compared to an early phase (i.e. on day 1 and 2) in which placental extract implantation showed its effect (Fig. 1). These results suggest that cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine could be one of components responsible for the therapeutic effects of placental extract in CHS, while other factors may also play an important role.

**Discussion**

Effects of placental extract to regulate biological responses and its potential as therapeutic reagents in various diseases have been implicated in numerous studies. Nevertheless, solid evidence demonstrating biological mechanisms of the effects in a well-established
experimental system is still lacking. In this study, we demonstrate that administration of placental extract alleviates the severity of CHS, a model mimicking pathological conditions of allergic contact dermatitis. Inhibition of CHS by placental extract is associated with an impaired distribution of CD4+ T lymphocytes to peripheral organs and a relative deviation of cytokine profile toward Th2-type responses. Memory CHS responses are also inhibited by placental extract administration prior to Ag re-challenge, suggesting its therapeutic potential in actual clinical conditions of contact dermatitis in which symptoms are triggered and worsened by repetitive Ag exposures. Finally, administration of placental extract-derived cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine also alleviated CHS severity, suggesting its potential role in the inhibitory effects of placental extract, while it is conceivable that other components in placental extract and synergy of multiple factors play an important role in the regulation of CHS in our model.

Inflammatory cytokines represent pathological factors essential for CHS [37]. In a model using DNFb as a hapten, Th1-type cytokines produced by T lymphocytes plays a crucial role [34, 38]. On the other hand, Th2-type cytokines including IL-10 produced by regulatory T cells inhibit CHS via downregulation of MHC and co-stimulatory molecules on APC and reciprocal suppression of Th1 cells [39-41]. Consistent with this mechanism, our study demonstrates that administration of placental extract alleviates CHS severity concomitantly with a decrease of IFN- and increase of IL-4/IL-10 production. In this context, it should be noted that placenta is a potent IL-10 inducer, as demonstrated by studies that placental trophoblasts directly produce IL-10 and that placenta-derived factors indirectly stimulate IL-10 production from immune cells [42,43]. In addition, B7-H1, an inhibitory co-signal molecule which was cloned from placenta and is essential for fetal-maternal tolerance, stimulates IL-10 production from T cells and suppresses inflammatory responses including CHS [35,44,45]. Taken together, it is possible that placenta-derived factors, such as B7-H1, render a cytokine environment suppressive and therapeutic for CHS in our model, while its causative role will be further addressed by experiments using mice deficient of these molecules or reagents to abrogate its functions. Another potential cytokine targeted by placental extract would be IL-17, as recent studies suggested that Th17-type responses play a pathological role of in CHS [46].

In the mice treated with placental extract, a profound decrease of CD4+ T cells in PBMC and reduced numbers of infiltrating lymphocytes in the ear tissues were observed. These findings can be explained by two potential mechanisms; 1) an impaired ability of CD4+ T cells in exiting from secondary lymphoid organs and emigrating to peripheral organs, and 2) an impaired survival of CD4+ T cells selectively in the peripheral organs. These potential mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. The first mechanism is reminiscent of the immunoregulatory effects of FTY720, an agonist of sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) receptor [47]. It should be noted that placental sphingolipids including S1P are crucial regulators for biological functions of placenta [48], and that FTY720 has been shown to alleviate CHS severity by interfering with T lymphocyte migration to PBMC [49]. As for the second mechanism, it has been reported that placenta-derived factors including Fas-ligand and TRAIL induce apoptosis of immune cells, thereby contributing to fetal-maternal tolerance [50]. In this scenario, however, it remains unclear how placental extract induces reduction of CD4+ T cells selectively in the non-lymphoid organs.

Administration of placental extract demonstrated therapeutic efficacy in CHS caused by repetitive Ag challenges. This result suggests that CHS induced by memory T cells as well as naïve T cells can be inhibited by placenta-derived factors, probably due to a change of cytokine milieu and migratory property of lymphocytes as discussed above. Taken together, our current studies provided experimental observations which indicate a therapeutic potential of placental extract in contact dermatitis and elucidated its immunological mechanisms.
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Abbreviations

CHS  contact hypersensitivity  
Ag   antigen  
Ab   antibody  
LN   lymph nodes  
DNFB dinitrofluorobenzene  
PBMC peripheral blood mononuclear cells  
S1P sphingosine-1-phosphate.
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Figure 1. Inhibited CHS responses in mice treated with placental extract implantation

BALB/c mice underwent implantation with 3 mg placental extract (E) or sham operation (Z and Y) as described in the materials and methods. After 3 days, the mice were sensitized with 0.5% DNFB (E and Y) or vehicle alone (Z; non-sensitized control), and this procedure was repeated 24 hrs later. Five days after the first sensitization, the mice were challenged with 0.2% DNFB on earlobe, and its thickness was measured everyday. (A) Net increase of earlobe thickness at the indicated time points are shown as the mean ± SEM (n=5). **P< 0.01, *P< 0.05 between CHS mice treated with placental extract implantation and those with sham
operation. (B) Two days after DNFB challenge, earlobe tissues were harvested, processed, and stained with H&E. Representative fields of the tissues from 3 repeated experiments are shown.
Figure 2. Lymphocyte distribution and cytokine production in mice with CHS after implantation of placental extract

BALB/c mice underwent implantation with 3 mg placental extract or sham operation. After 3 days, the mice were sensitized with 0.5% DNFB or vehicle alone, and this procedure was repeated 24 hrs later. Five days after the first sensitization, mice were challenged with 0.2% DNFB on the earlobes. (A) Two days after challenge, spleen and PBMC were harvested, stained with anti-CD4 and anti-CD62L mAbs, and analyzed by flow cytometry. The numbers indicate percentages of cells in the corresponding quadrants. (B) Earlobes from mice were harvested and weighed 2 days after DNFB challenge. Cytokine concentration in the supernatants of ground earlobe tissues was measured by ELISA. Cytokine levels per gram tissue of mice without sensitization (open column), with sensitization plus sham operation (gray column), and with sensitization plus placental extract implantation (filled column) is shown as mean ± SEM (n=3). Representative data from 3 independently repeated experiments are shown. **P<0.01, *P<0.05.
Figure 3. Preventive effects of placental extract on memory CHS responses

BALB/c mice underwent implantation with 3 mg placental extract (Ξ) or sham operation (Ξ and Υ). After 3 days, the mice were sensitized with 0.5% DNFB (Ξ and Υ) or vehicle alone (Ξ), and this procedure was repeated 24 hrs later. Five days after the first sensitization, the mice were challenged with 0.2% DNFB on earlobe. Then the mice were exposed to a second DNFB challenge 3 weeks after the first challenge, and earlobe thickness was measured thereafter. (A) Net increase of thickness is shown as the mean +/- SEM (n=5). **P< 0.01 between the mice treated with placental extract implantation and those with sham operation. (B) Two days after the second DNFB challenge, earlobe tissues were harvested, processed, and stained with H&E. Representative fields of the tissues are shown. (C) Two days after the second DNFB challenge, spleen and PBMC were harvested from mice, stained with anti-CD4 and anti-CD62L mAbs, and analyzed by flow cytometry. The numbers indicate percentages of cells in the corresponding quadrants. Data are representative from 3 independently repeated experiments.
Figure 4. Therapeutic effects of placental extract on CHS in pre-sensitized mice

BALB/c mice were sensitized with 0.5% DNFB, and this procedure was repeated 24 hrs later. Five days after the first sensitization, the mice were challenged with 0.2% DNFB on earlobe. Three weeks after the first challenge, the mice underwent implantation with 3 mg placental extract (E) or sham operation (Y). Three days after operation, the mice were exposed to a second challenge of DNFB and earlobe thickness was measured thereafter. Net increase of thickness is shown as the mean ± SEM (n=5). **P<0.01 between the groups. Representative data from 3 independently repeated experiments are shown.
Figure 5. Therapeutic potential of cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine in CHS

BALB/c mice were injected intraperitoneally with cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine (♀) or saline (♂ and ♀) on day −3, 0, and 3. On day 0, the mice were sensitized with 0.5% DNFB (♂ and ♀) or vehicle alone (♂; non-sensitized control), and this procedure was repeated 24 hrs later. Five days after the first sensitization, the mice were challenged with 0.2% DNFB on earlobe, and its thickness was measured everyday. Net increase of earlobe thickness at the indicated time points are shown as the mean +/- SEM (n=5). *P<0.05 between treatment with cyclo-trans-4-L-hydroxyprolyl-L-serine and saline.